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We report detailed measurements of the photoinduced effects on the electric polarization, tilt angle, response
time, and rotational viscosity in the vicinity of the smectic-A–antiferroelectric-smectic-C �Sm-CA

*� transition of
a guest-host system consisting of photoactive azobenzene-based guest molecules and nonphotoactive host
molecules. In the Sm-CA

* phase all the parameters, except the tilt angle, exhibit both the primary and secondary
photoferroelectric effects. The tilt angle dependence of the polarization in the absence of light and in light-on
conditions have been analyzed in terms of the predictions of the generalized mean-field and microscopic
models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smectic-A �Sm-A� and smectic-C �Sm-C� liquid crystals
are fluid phases in which the rodlike liquid crystalline mol-
ecules orient, on average, along a common direction, referred
to as the director, and are stacked in layers with the director
aligned either along �Sm-A� or at an angle to �Sm-C� the
layer normal �1�. If the system is comprised of chiral mol-
ecules, in the chiral Sm-C �Sm-C*� phase the chirality im-
poses a precession of the tilting direction from one layer to
the next, leading to a macroscopic helix. A more important
consequence of the chirality is to lower the symmetry of the
phase leading to the appearance of ferroelectricity in the
Sm-C* phase �2�. In 1989, a variant of this phase, known as
the antiferroelectric Sm-C* or Sm-CA

* phase, was reported in
which the molecules in neighboring layers are tilted from the
smectic layer normal in almost opposite directions �3�. More
recently, other variants like the smectic C�

* and smectic-C�
*

�Sm-C�
*� phases have also been reported �4�. Generally, the

Sm-C* phase intervenes between the Sm-A and Sm-CA
*

phases. But in certain materials there can be a direct transi-
tion from the Sm-A to the Sm-CA

* phase.
The phenomenon of reversible photoinduced shape trans-

formation of chromophoric molecules, such as azobenzenes,
has been extensively studied �5�. The presence of such
azobenzene molecules in a liquid crystal environment brings
out interesting effects, the principle behind which is outlined
in the following. Upon uv irradiation �around 360 nm, cor-
responding to the �-�* band of the azo group�, the energeti-
cally more stable E configuration with an elongated rodlike
molecular form, changes into the bent Z configuration. The
reverse transformation can be brought about by illuminating
with visible light �around 450 nm, corresponding to the n
-�* band�. This latter change can also occur spontaneously in
the “dark” by a process known as thermal back relaxation.
The liquid crystalline phase is stabilized by the rodlike E
form, but is destabilized by the bent Z form. Therefore, the
E-Z change generally leads to a lowering of the phase tran-
sition temperature. The resulting photoinduced isothermal
transition has been observed for a variety of systems exhib-

iting different phases �6–20�. Normally, the photoinduced
phase will have higher point group symmetry although ex-
ceptions have been reported �21�. The influence of light on
the magnitude of the polarization has been reported in the
Sm-C* �6,7,22–25�, Sm-CA

* �26�, and banana-shaped B2
phases �27�. In this paper we report results of detailed inves-
tigations of the photoinduced effects on the electric polariza-
tion, tilt angle, response time, and rotational viscosity in the
vicinity of the Sm-A–Sm-CA

* transition.

II. EXPERIMENT

The compound 4-�1-trifluoromethylheptyloxy carbonyl�
phenyl 4�-octyloxybiphenyl 4-carboxylate �TFMHPOBC�,
originally synthesized by Suzuki et al. �28�, and
exhibiting the Sm-A–Sm-CA

* transition was used as the
host and the photoactive guest compound was 4-�4-
ethoxyphenylazo�phenyl hexanoate �EPH� having a nematic
mesophase. The molecular structures of these two com-
pounds are shown below.

All the measurements reported in this paper have been car-
ried out on a mixture �referred to as mixture 1 hereafter�
containing �1�5 wt % of EPH in TFMHPOBC. Polarizing
microscopy observations showed that mixture 1 exhibits the
sequence isotropic �Iso�–Sm-A–Sm-CA

* . Electrical switching
measurements, to be discussed later, confirm that the low-
temperature mesophase is indeed Sm-CA

* . The sample was
contained between two indium tin oxide–coated glass plates
having a polyimide layer to induce planar alignment of the
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molecules. The cell gap, defined using Mylar strips, was
�6 �m.

The uv apparatus used for inducing photoisomerization
consisted of an intensity-stabilized uv source �peak wave-
length 365 nm� with a fiber-optic guide �Hamamatsu L7212-
01, Japan� along with a uv bandpass filter �UG 11, Newport�.
An additional ir block filter was inserted just before the
sample to prevent any effects of heat radiation from the uv
source. The actual power �Iuv� of the radiation passing
through the filter combination, falling on the sample was
measured with a uv power meter �Hamamatsu, C6080-03�
kept in the sample position. Electric polarization measure-
ments have been carried out using the Diamant bridge tech-
nique �29� as well as the triangular wave method �30�.
Electro-optic tilt angle data have been obtained using a
mechanized stage for sample rotation by employing the low-
frequency switching method �31�.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Absorption measurements

The absorption spectra for pure TFMHPOBC as well as
for mixture 1 obtained using 0.1 mm/l concentration solu-
tions, prepared using chloroform, taken in 1 cm path length
quartz cells are shown in Fig. 1. The peaks at 243 nm
�peak 1� and 304 nm �peak 2� are present in both the mate-
rials and thus must be arising due to the TFMHPOBC mol-
ecule, which per se is nonphotoactive and therefore we will

not discuss these peaks anymore. The spectrum for mixture 1
shows two additional absorption maxima, one at 370 nm and
the other at 450 nm, the latter being too weak to be seen on
the scale shown. In order to depict in a clear fashion the
peaks present at these wavelengths, we fitted the raw data to
an expression containing two Gaussians and a background
term due to the peak at 304 nm. The fit, after subtracting the
background, is shown in the inset. The two peaks are asso-
ciated with the �-�* transition of the E form �at 370 nm,
peak 3 in the inset of Fig. 1� and the n-�* transition of Z
isomers �at 450 nm, peak 4� of the EPH molecule.

The time dependence of the recovery of the E form after
the illumination is turned off while the sample is being main-
tained in the Sm-CA

* phase at 100 °C, is shown in Fig. 2�a�.
The qualitative trend observed for various values of Iuv ap-
pears to be the same. For a quantitative description, we fitted
the data to a monoexponential rate law

A�t� = Ao + B exp�− Ct� �1�

where Ao is the final limiting value of the absorption reached
and B the change in the absorption value with respect to the
initial point. The coefficient C is a rate constant the inverse

FIG. 1. Absorption spectra for pure TFMHPOBC �thin solid
line� and mixture 1 containing 5% of EPH �thick solid line� ob-
tained using 0.1 mM/l solutions with chloroform. The peaks la-
beled 1 and 2 are present in both materials and therefore do not
participate in the photodriven phenomenon. In order to extract the
absorption peaks appearing at higher wavelengths for mixture 1, the
background due to peak 2 was subtracted out by a curve-fitting
process which results in two clear absorption maxima to be seen at
370 and 450 nm �see inset� corresponding to the �-�* transition of
the E form and the n-�* transition of Z isomers, respectively.

FIG. 2. Absorption data taken in the Sm-CA
* phase at a constant

wavelength of 370 nm as a function of time to show the recovery of
the E form after different levels of the uv radiation �Iuv� illuminat-
ing the sample is switched off. �Iuv value increases from 0 for the
topmost set to 10 mW/cm2 for the bottom-most set insteps of
2 mW/cm2.� The solid line through the data representing Eq. �1�
shows that the phenomenon can be described in terms of first order
kinetics with the amplitude �coefficient B �b�� and the rate constant
�coefficient C �c�� having a monotonic variation with Iuv.
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of which would be the characteristic time for the process.
The solid lines in Fig. 2�a� show that this expression de-
scribes the data quite well for all the Iuv powers
�2–10 mW/cm2� used in these experiments, indicating that
the first order kinetics of the thermal back relaxation process
of the EPH molecule is essentially unaltered even in the
presence of the anisotropic layered environment. The ampli-
tude of the change due to the uv illumination �coefficient B�
and the inverse of the characteristic time �coefficient C�
show a monotonic variation with Iuv �see Figs. 2�b� and 2�c��.

B. Temperature-dependent polarization measurements

In the antiferroelectric Sm-CA
* phase, application of trian-

gular and sinusoidal wave fields to the sample yielded, re-
spectively, a two-peak trace per half cycle of the applied field
and a double hystereis loop, features that are characteristic of
the tristate switching expected for the phase. The combined
area under the two-peak trace is a direct measure of sponta-
neous polarization �Ps�. The temperature dependences of Ps

obtained from such traces in the absence of the uv radiation
and upon illuminating the sample with Iuv �magnitude of uv
intensity� =4 mW/cm2 are shown in Fig. 3�a�. The qualita-
tive trend remains the same with and without UV, but

two distinguishing features seen in the presence of uv radia-
tion are that there is a reduction in the transition temperature
�Tc� by about 3 °C and that the saturated value of Ps

achieved deep in the Sm-CA
* phase is about 30% lower

as compared to that without uv illumination. The first feature
is quite common in the area of photoinduced phase
transitions �6–16�, including the ones between layered
phases �7,8,24,32� as in the present case. It may perhaps be
argued that the reason for the shift in the transition tempera-
ture is due to local heating effects caused by the uv radiation.
As mentioned earlier, we took precautionary steps to
reduce �or eliminate� such a possible effect by introducing an
ir block filter between the sample and the uv source. A
further proof for the E-Z isomerization being the dominant
feature and not the local heating was seen in the dielectric
measurements, reported in the second part of these investi-
gations: the temperature shift for the Iso–Sm-A transition is
smaller ��0.9 °C for Iuv=4 mW/cm2� than that for the
Sm-A–Sm-CA

* transition. For the second feature we use the
explanation and model given by Langhoff and Giesselmann
�33� to describe photoferroelectric effects. According to
them, light �of a proper wavelength� influences the sponta-
neous polarization of a photoferroelectric material in two
ways: the primary and secondary effects. The primary pho-
toelectric effect �PPE� is associated with the change in Ps at
a constant reduced temperature Tred �=Tc−T� owing to a
change in the polar ordering and/or the transverse molecular
dipole moment. The secondary photoelectric effect �SPE�, on
the other hand, is the change in Ps caused by the radiation-
induced shift in Tc. To separate the two effects, the data in
Fig. 3�a� are replotted as a function of reduced temperature
�see Fig. 3�b�� by taking into account the transition tempera-
ture Tc �at the corresponding Iuv value�. The presence of a
strong PPE is evident from the diagram. Deep in the
Sm-CA

* phase we observe a 30% reduction in the Ps value,
which is much larger than the 11% change reported �33�.

C. Temperature dependence of tilt angle

According to the authors of Ref. �33�, in the Sm-C* phase,
PPE is directly related to the change in the bilinear coupling
coefficient, which is a measure of the coupling between the
spontaneous polarization and the tilt angle that the molecules
make with respect to the layer normal. In order to understand
the influence of the nature of the polarization–tilt angle cou-
pling we measured the optical tilt angle ��� across the tran-
sition. The qualitative trend for the data collected in the ab-
sence of light and upon illuminating the sample with Iuv=
4 mW/cm2 is the same with a reduction in the transition
temperature �Tc� upon uv illumination by the same magni-
tude as for the Ps data. In analogy with the photoferroelectric
effect we can define a photoclinic effect for the light-induced
change in the tilt angle. To separate the possible primary and
secondary effects, the data are shown in Fig. 4 in terms of the
reduced temperature. Notice that unlike Ps, there is no pri-
mary photoclinic effect and the difference in the behavior
between the no uv and with uv data can be simply accounted
for by a shift in the transition temperature. In other words,
light does not, per se, alter the tilt angle of the system. A

FIG. 3. �a� Temperature dependence of the spontaneous polar-
ization �Ps� in the absence of uv �top curve� and when the sample is
illuminated with Iuv=4 mW/cm2 �bottom curve�. Notice the reduc-
tion in the Ps value as well as a shift in the transition temperature
for the uv-illuminated case. The diagram in �b� gives the same data
but as a function of reduced temperature Tred, accounting for the
shift in the transition temperature between the two cases. The lower
value in Ps for the uv-illuminated case is considered to be the pri-
mary photoelectric effect �see text�.
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similar result was observed by Langhoff and Giesselmann
�33� at two discrete temperatures in the Sm-C* phase of a
material exhibiting the Sm-C*–Sm-A transition. We shall
discuss the qualitative analysis of the influence of light on
the polarization-tilt coupling in a later section.

D. Temperature dependence of response time
and rotational viscosity

The full width at half maximum �FWHM� of the current
response peaks is a measure of the time taken by the system
to switch from the equilibrium antiferroelectric to the ferro-
electric state present when an electric field is applied. Figure
5 shows the temperature dependence of the response times in
the absence of light and when Iuv=4 mW/cm2 is shone on

the sample. �The positive curvature for the temperature de-
pendence of the response time is a known feature; see Ref.
�34�.� It is seen that the response becomes faster in the uv-
illuminated case. This seems to be a common feature with
photoinduced transitions associated with a phase exhibiting
polarization �27�. The features of the current response profile
can be used to evaluate the rotational viscosity associated
with the electrical switching process. For the triangular wave
field used in these measurements, the rotational viscosity ��

associated with the azimuthal switching of the sample is
given by �35�

�� =
APs

2Emax

Imax
�2�

where A is the area of the sample cell, Imax is the peak cur-
rent, and Emax is the corresponding applied field at that in-
stant. The temperature dependence of �� in the no-uv and
with-UV situations is shown in Fig. 6 and it is observed that
in the presence of uv the system exhibits a substantially
lower viscosity. The presence of Z isomers with their bent
form �as opposed to the rigid rodlike E form� contributes to
lowering the viscosity of the system perhaps due to a pos-
sible reduction in the orientational ordering of the overall
medium. A second and more plausible reason could be that
the reduction is due to lowering of Ps in the presence of the
uv radiation. The temperature dependence of �� with and
without uv illumination seems to be the same, as indicated
by the slope of a straight line fitted to the data. The slope is
a measure of the activation energy, which turns out to be
170 kJ/mol, somewhat higher than commonly observed for
ferroelectric liquid crystals �4�.

E. Analysis of polarization-tilt coupling

The starting point for this analysis is the drastically dif-
ferent behaviour of the thermal variation of Ps and � upon uv

FIG. 4. Tilt angle ��� variation as a function of reduced tem-
perature Tred in the absence of uv �filled circles� and when the
sample is illuminated with Iuv=4 mW/cm2 �open circles�.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the response time, associ-
ated with the time needed by the sample to switch between the
antiferroelectric and the field-induced ferroelectric states, extracted
from the FWHM of the current response traces in the absence of
uv �filled circles� and when the sample is illuminated with
Iuv=4 mW/cm2 �open circles�. The response becomes faster in the
presence of the uv light.

FIG. 6. Semilogarithmic plot of the temperature dependence of
the rotational viscosity �� without uv �filled circles� and in the
presence of Iuv=4 mW/cm2 �open circles�; the �� values were cal-
culated using Eq. �2�. While the absolute values are lowered by the
uv illumination, the slope of the straight lines drawn through the
data remains the same, indicating that the activation barrier height
remains essentially unaltered.
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illumination, presented in Secs. III B and III C. Whereas �
has no primary photoclinic effect, Ps exhibits a significant
primary photoferroelectric effect. Thus at a fixed reduced
temperature, the Ps /� ratio decreases upon uv illumination.
Since the nature of the Ps-� coupling has been elaborately
studied in the case of the Sm-C* phase, we employ those
models �36–38� for the present case. The fundamental basis
for these models is the feature that the transition from the
Sm-A phase to the Sm-C* �or Sm-CA

*� phase is brought about
by the tilting of the molecules and not by a specific ordering
of their transverse dipoles. Thus the tilt angle � is the pri-
mary order parameter and the spontaneous polarization Ps a
secondary order parameter. In a simple-minded picture �36�,
Ps and � are coupled in a linear fashion and the Landau free
energy for a helix-free system is written as

F = Fo +
a

2
�2 +

b

4
�4 +

P2

2�
− CP� − PE . �3�

Here Fo is the nonsingular part of F, a �=��T−Tc�� and b are
the Landau coefficients, � is the high-frequency dielectric
susceptibility, and E is the applied electric field, which when
equal to zero leads to P= Ps. Notice that the coupling be-
tween P and � is done through the bilinear coupling coeffi-
cient C and that the Ps /� ratio is a constant. Even early
experiments showed that although the Ps /� ratio is weakly
dependent on temperature far away from the transition, it
varies strongly on approaching the Sm-A phase from below.
In order to explain such a discrepancy an extended mean-
field model, usually referred to as the “generalized mean-
field model” �GMF� was proposed �37�. This model incorpo-
rated a sixth order term in � to account for the possibility of
first order transition and a concomitant tricritical point �39�.
More importantly it introduced a biquadratic coupling
term −	P2�2 /2 to bring in transverse quadrupolar ordering,
which is nonchiral in character and amplifies the spontane-
ous polarization. In the absence of certain terms that were
introduced purely for stability reasons or for explaining the
temperature variation of the helical pitch, the model is writ-
ten as

F = Fo +
a

2
�2 +

b

4
�4 +

c

6
�6 +

P2

2�
− CP� −

	

2
P2�2 − PE

�4�

and yields a simple relation between P and � �see also �40��:

P =
C�

1/� − 	�2 . �5�

In this model an all-important parameter 
�C /	 was con-
sidered, whose value governs the temperature dependence of
the Ps /� ratio.

To provide a microscopic meaning to the quadrupolar or-
dering mentioned above, a microscopic model �38,41� was
proposed based on a single particle potential. The main as-
sumption in this model is that the ordering of the transverse
electric dipoles �of moment �� is induced by the hindered
rotation of the tilt of the molecules. The orientation of the

dipoles in the plane perpendicular to the long molecular axis
is defined by an angle � and the single particle potential is
given by

U��� = − a1� cos � − a2�2 cos 2� . �6�

The first term on the right is of chiral character and is analo-
gous to the bilinear coupling term and the second term com-
pares with the biquadratic coupling term of the GMF model.
The microscopic model expects that the relation a1�a2�2 is
valid since chiral interactions are supposed to be weak ex-
cept in the vicinity of Tc. Using Boltzmann statistics, Meister
and Stegemeyer �41� obtained

P =
A1

T
� +

A1A2

T2 �3. �7�

To compare this expression with that from the GMF model
�Eq. �5��, which is phenomenological in nature, Eq. �5� was
expanded in a Taylor series in � �40�. Neglecting higher-
order terms the expanded form can be written as

P = �C� + �2C	�3. �8�

It may be noted that based on a phenomenological model
Beresnev et al. �42� had predicted such a cubic equation,
which successfully describes the Ps-� relation for quite a few
compounds �43�. With the help of Eqs. �7� and �8�, the GMF
coefficients C and 	 can be written in terms of the A1 and A2
coefficients of the microscopic model and after some algebra
a simple form of the � dependence of polarization is written
as

P =
A1�

T − A2�2 . �9�

With this information in the background let us now look
at the influence of the uv illumination on the Ps-� coupling.
The Ps vs � data in the absence of and upon uv illumination
are given in Fig. 7�a�. The figure also shows the fitting done
using expressions �5� and �9�, which are virtually indistin-
guishable from each other in the diagram and both describe
the data very well. Perhaps the indistinguishable feature
should not be surprising since the two equations have very
similar form except for the temperature parameter in Eq. �9�.
The striking feature to be noted is that while the no-uv data
have a significant curvature, the data obtained under uv illu-
mination are highly linear �in fact, a fit done to the expres-
sion for a straight line yields only a slightly lower-quality
fit�. The coefficients C and 	 of the GMF model were found
to be �4.4±0.1��107 V m−1, �8.2±0.4��1010 N m2 C−2 for
the no-uv data set and �5.2±0.2��107 V m−1, �1.8±0.1�
�1010 N m2 C−2 for the data with uv illumination. These
values are of the same order of magnitude as for other ferro-
electric liquid crystals �37�. The coefficients A1 and A2 of the
microscopic model are 0.51±0.01 C K m−2, 1105±43 K and
0.59±0.02 C K m−2, 319±125 K for the no-uv and with-uv
cases. It is seen that in the case of the GMF as well as the
microscopic models the chiral coefficients �C and A1� in-
crease slightly ��17% � upon uv illumination. In contrast the
nonchiral coefficients �	 and A2� show a large change, de-
creasing by a factor of 4. In other words, uv illumination
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reduces the nonchiral aspect of the Ps-� coupling, thus sup-
porting the qualitative change in the behavior of the Ps vs �
data from nonlinear trend to a linear one as shown in Fig. 7.
As mentioned earlier according to the GMF model, the value
of 
�C /	 governs the temperature dependence of the Ps /�
ratio. This value increases from 5.4�10−4 to 28.4

�10−4 C m−2 upon uv illumination, i.e., an increase of a
factor of 5. Since the value of 
 changes between 0 and 1 in
the model �that incorporates additional terms for stability
reasons as well as to account for pitch variation but which
are not important from the viewpoint of present studies� such
a large variation means that there should be a substantial
change in the thermal behavior of the Ps /� ratio. Figure 7�b�
shows this to be indeed true: for the no-UV case the ratio
varies over the entire temperature range of measurement, but
the data collected with uv remain essentially constant except
in the vicinity of the transition. This is in accordance with the
predictions of the GMF model �see, for example, Fig. 12 of
Ref. �37��.

Having observed that uv illumination increases the ratio
of the chiral to achiral coupling terms, the question raises as
to the origin of such a feature. Three points that must be
remembered here are �i� the value of polarization decreases
upon illumination, �ii� the photoactive dopant employed in
these studies is a nonchiral compound, and �iii� the photoac-
tive molecule has a rodlike shape in the absence of uv illu-
mination, but assumes a bent shape when illuminated. It may
also be recalled that earlier measurements in ferroelectric
�6,7,23–25� as well as antiferroelectric �26� systems have
also found that with photoactive azobenzene molecules, uv
illumination always leads to a lowering of the value of Ps.
The decrease of Ps in the presence of light looks surprising
since a strongly asymmetric �bent� form of the Z isomer of
EPH having a large dipole moment �3 D� �44� as compared
to the E form �0.1 D� should have resulted in an increase in
Ps. One possible reason could be the most commonly ob-
served lowering of the transition temperature. This appears
to be the case in, for example, reports of Refs. �6,7,25�. In
the present studies this cause can be ruled out as the reduced
temperature plots �in which the shift in the transition tem-
perature is accounted for� also retain this feature �Fig. 3�. A
second possibility is that a nanophase separation, similar to
that described by Lansac et al. �45�, takes place, expelling
the bent EPH molecules to a segregated layer between two
smectic layers composed of the host molecules. Since bend
directions of the EPH molecule in the segregated layer could
be random and there is an apparent increase in the volume of
the system with a consequential reduction in the dipole mo-
ment per volume, the measured Ps would be lower than be-
fore uv illumination. However, in x-ray measurements in
systems having EPH or similar azobenzene molecule, upon
uv illumination the maximum observed increase in layer
spacing is quite small ��0.05 nm� �see, e.g., Ref. �27��. The
resulting volume change due to this increase in layer spacing
would be only 1% of the actual volume. Consequently, the
decrease in dipole moment/unit volume and therefore Ps
should be of the same order, but the measured Ps decrease is
much larger �30%�. Also to be recalled is that in the studies
of Komitov et al. �24�, the Z isomer of the photoactive mol-
ecule used has a linear shape and that with thioindigo mol-
ecules �23� the Ps value increases upon light illumination.
Thus, in these cases as well as that of the present study, the
nanophase segregation mechanism appears to be a less prob-
able cause for the light-induced changes in Ps. To explain the
various observations mentioned above we put forth the fol-
lowing argument, on the lines of the guest-host effect of Ps

FIG. 7. �a� Tilt angle dependence of polarization in the absence
of uv �top panel� and upon shining uv �bottom panel�. Notice that
the no-uv data have a significant curvature, whereas the data ob-
tained with uv are nearly linear. The fits to Eqs. �5� and �9� are
shown as solid and dashed lines, respectively. �b� Temperature de-
pendence of the Ps /� ratio for the no-uv and with-uv conditions.
The former has a variation with temperature throughout the range
shown, whereas under uv illumination the ratio is nearly constant
except near the transition. The solid lines are meant as guides to the
eye.
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in induced Sm-C* phases �41�. The argument is based on the
mutual steric interactions and consequent mutual orientation
directions of the steric dipoles of the guest photoactive mol-
ecules and the host nonphotoactive molecules. Such an inter-
action may not in every case make the dipole moment direc-
tion of the guest molecule to be coincident with those of the
host molecules, but might rotate it by a certain azimuthal
angle. Depending on the value of the azimuthal angle, the
guest dipole moment could have either an additive �if paral-
lel to the host dipole� or a subtractive �if perpendicular, i.e.,
lying in the tilt plane� component along the direction of the
host dipole moment. It should be recalled that, particularly in
the case of azobenzenes �say, EPH�, the Z isomer has a large
dipole moment. Therefore it is possible that in the present
case, the dipole of the Z isomer of EPH makes a substantial
angle with respect to the host dipole �of TFMHPOBC�, re-
sulting in a substantial reduction in the value of Ps upon uv
illumination.

F. Temporal measurements of polarization

Figure 8 shows the hysteresis loops obtained at a constant
temperature of 102 °C in the Sm-CA

* phase, before, during
the process of illumination with uv radiation as well as after
switching the radiation off; the last mentioned measurements
were done by keeping the sample in the dark. As is to be
expected, uv radiation causes the loop size to shrink. More
importantly, when the radiation is switched off, the process is
reversed and the original Ps value is recovered. �The current
response traces obtained show similar features in the pres-
ence and absence of uv.� The decrease and the recovery in Ps
are highly reproducible and can be repeatedly observed by
turning the radiation on and off, confirming that the effects
are photostimulated, and caused by E-Z conformational
change and the thermal back relaxation of the EPH mol-
ecules. The temporal variation of Ps at three different tem-
peratures in the Sm-CA

* phase is shown in Fig. 9. Turning the

radiation on, the value of Ps initially decreases rapidly and
settles to a photostationary state within about 35 s. When the
radiation is switched off and the sample is left in the dark,
the reverse process takes place with Ps increasing rapidly
first and slowing down later, but recovering the original Ps
value that existed before uv irradiation. Surprisingly the time
involved for this thermal process seems to be not very dif-
ferent from that for the UV-on photochemical process. Gen-
erally this thermal process takes place on a substantially
longer time scale �12�. Another feature to be noted in the
data of Fig. 9 is that the photoinduced change in Ps is instan-
taneous, i.e., it does not involve any delay between the in-
stant at which the uv is switched on or off and the time at
which the system responds. This is in contrast to the long
delay times observed especially in the case of the photoin-
duced nematic-isotropic transition �14�. A possible reason for
observing faster thermal process and the absence of delay
times in the present case could be that the phases involved on
both sides of transition possess a layer structure and that the
change that occurs is confined to in-plane rotation �change of
tilt� of the molecules. The argument is supported by the fact
that a similar feature was observed in another case wherein
the two phases involved have a layer structure �32�. On a
structural level, since the shape change of EPH happens in
the core region of the molecule, it will change the mutual
interaction between the rigid core part of the guest and host
molecules and their aliphatic parts. If the photoinduced tran-
sition is from the nematic to isotropic, the bent azobenzene
molecules can occupy sites where their rigid core is away
from the core region of the host molecules, since such a
translation along the director direction is permitted by the
system. Therefore, the driving force to return to the equilib-
rium situation upon switching off the radiation is small and
consequently the thermal back relaxation dynamics is slow.
In the case of the transition involving two layered phases

FIG. 8. Hysteresis loops obtained before uv illumination �filled
circles� and with Iuv=4 mW/cm2 �open circles�. When the uv illu-
mination is turned off, the system recovers the original state com-
pletely and the data essentially coincide with those obtained before
uv illumination. This set is shown as a line.

FIG. 9. Time dependence of Ps upon uv illumination
�Iuv=4 mW/cm2� and subsequent switch off, at three different tem-
peratures in the Sm-CA

* phase. The change in Ps is very large at
temperatures close to Tc of the unilluminated sample. At each tem-
perature the time required to achieve the photostationary value upon
uv on, as well as to recover the original value when the uv is
switched off, seems to be comparable.
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such a sliding of the azobenzene molecules to regions away
from the core region of the host molecules is not permitted.
Hence, if the nanophase segregation does not take place, the
bent azobenzene molecules will be forced to stay inside the
host layer creating a frustrated situation. This perhaps in-
creases the magnitude of the driving force for a quick resto-
ration of the pre-UV situation when the radiation is turned
off resulting in a faster thermal back relaxation process.

Further, the photodriven change in Ps is very large when
the temperature at which the irradiation is done is close to
the transition to the Sm-A phase �see the data for 112 °C in
Fig. 9�. In the usual thermally driven phase transition case,
the temperature derivative of Ps is taken as a measure of the
pyroelectric coefficient �46�. In a similar fashion we take the
derivative of Ps with time to define the photoferroelectric
coefficient and realize that high values of such a coefficient
can be realized by uv illuminating the sample at temperatures
close to Tc�. Perhaps this property can be exploited to con-

struct uv-light sensors with the advantage that the response is
quite fast.

The temperature dependence of the time taken for the Ps
value to change to the photostationary value upon uv illumi-
nation ��p on� and for regaining the initial value after the uv
is turned off ��p off� is shown in Fig. 10. As already stated
the magnitudes of the two parameters are comparable with
each other and they are also comparable to the data collected
from absorption measurements of the time involved for the
E-Z to Z-E isomerization to take place confirming further
that the Ps change is to a large extent associated with the
isomerization processes and not local heating. The tempera-
ture dependence of the �p parameters can be described by an
Arrhenius equation of the type �p�exp�−W /kT�, where k is
the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and W
is the activation energy. The calculated W value is 86 kJ/mol
and is comparable to that seen for the relaxation modes as-
sociated with the Sm-A–Sm-CA

* transition �47�.
In summary, we have investigated the photoinduced ef-

fects on the electric polarization, tilt angle, response time,
and rotational viscosity in the vicinity of the Sm-A–Sm-CA

*

transition of a system comprising photoactive guest and non-
photoactive host molecules. The studies bring out the pres-
ence of both the primary and secondary photoferroelectric
effects in the Sm-CA

* phase. The data have been compared
with the predictions of the generalized mean-field and micro-
scopic models.
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